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Imagine a life where your work day primarily consists of meeting exciting people in exciting places.

Looking at the world through the lens of your camera, you spend your Monday night backstage

taking candid shots of a band who's playing a gig at a new venue. Tuesday, you have a photoshoot

scheduled with a company that is seeking to promote itself more professionally online. This type of

lifestyle doesn't have to be a dream. This book will teach you the steps that you need to take that

will take your lofty career dreams and turn them into reality. This book will provide you with tips that

many other professional music photographers overlook and will help you to execute your

photography business more efficiently. This book will help take your photography business to the

next level. What more could you ask for? If you've always loved the idea of working in the music

industry but have yet to take that first step towards actualizing your goals, this book is for you. Not

only will this book document specific techniques that you'll undoubtedly find beneficial, but it will also

discuss the drive and dedication that is involved when you make the decision to start your own

business, especially one that is within a competitive market. What are you waiting for? Purchase

this book now! You are guaranteed to learn: How to take photographs for live shows Techniques for

taking the perfect promotional photos Ways to optimize an album cover How to create music videos

Tips that will take your social media presence from good to great Expand your knowledge of

electronic press kits and much more!
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The book offers a guide packed with tips and inspiration to help photographers to start a business. It



offers an aide stuffed with tips and motivation to help picture takers to begin a business. I have

learned new things that were quite helpful I recommend this book for beginners or passionate

photographers who would like to make cash out of it

By reading this book , i was able to learn How to take photographs for live shows, what are the

techniques for taking the perfect promotional photos, the Ways to optimize an album cover, How to

create music videos Tips that take myy social media presence from good to great and how to

Expand myy knowledge of electronic press kits.and also This book has provided us with tips that

many other professional music photographers overlook and helping us to execute our photography

business more efficiently.A great guide. interesting read.

Have been wanting to start my own photography business for sometime, and after reading this

book, I have finally found a way to get my business started and off the ground. The book is very

informative, with life lessons on the do's and donÃ¢Â€Â™ts, and is very practical. Reality, there is

no sure way of success in starting ones own business, but, this book gives you the tools and

knowledge in plain understanding on how one should approach photography as a business. Highly

recommend. Have started putting some of the practices in place that are suggested and, they have

been favorable. With this book in hand, and your own determination, I believe you can succeed in

your endeavor.

Got this book for my son who is into photography. Personally, had a very basic knowledge on this

subject. To my surprise, I got to know a few interesting things I've never heard of before. This book

is quite thorough despite its length and tells you how to take photos for live shows, gives you

number of techniques on music videos, and talks about how to use social media effectively. My son

is satisfied)

Awesome ebooks for beginners. I learned about the about the photography business. I wish I had

this book 5 years ago, before I went into other biz. Photography was always my passion.

Very useful handbook for both beginners and pros, written by someone who knows this

business.well done!

I pretty enjoyed reading it. Although I think I have enough experience in taking pictures, but still this



book has some gems that I've learnt. This book shows that pictures go far beyond than just simply

shooting them. It's an art that requires a lot of deep understanding
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